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CEA 116 - HOW HARD IS THE CIVIL FE EXAM?
The PE exam is famously known as a
great milestone in any engineer’s
career. But remember, the FE exam is
what sets it in motion in the first place.
While most of the time dwarfed by its
bigger counterpart, the FE exam can
be equally challenging. Here you’ll get
to know the five main reasons why the
FE is difficult.

yourself at least three to four months to
prepare, and study for at least two hours
every weekday, and six to eight hours on
the weekends.

The top reason on the list is the wide
variety of topics NCEES could test you
on. And most of them are college-level
topics you’ll probably have forgotten if
you haven’t taken the FE immediately
before you graduated or shortly
thereafter. Topics include heavy
mathematical concepts, statics, ethics,
economics, mechanics of materials,
geotech, transportation, construction,
etc. That’s why it’s a great choice to
take this exam while you’re still in
college. Why? Take a look at the
second reason below.

Next up on the list, there’s the very
common fear of failure. This takes place
with every exam, and with the FE exam,
it’s not different. Whether you’ve already
taken the exam before or not, don’t let
the fear of failure prevent you from
going all in on it. The longer you wait to
take—and pass—this exam, the more
your career “suffers”. Again, the FE
exam is the beginning of everything.

The second reason has to do with the
time you’ll dedicate to preparing for
the exam. Most people don’t know how
long their preparation will last or even
how much time they need each week.
A good rule of thumb is to give

But that varies depending on where
you’re at in life. If you’re still in college
while taking the exams, you don't need
to brush up on the topics too much
because your mind is still fresh. So you
can afford a shorter preparation time
until exam day. But if you’re taking the
FE exam after graduating from college,
you’ll probably need some more time to
refresh your mind on the topics. This
also accounts for the time you have to
spend on other responsibilities, like
family.

https://ncees.org/engineering/fe
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The fourth reason why is because the
reference material (aka the FE
Handbook by NCEES) is kind of a
mess. The way it’s structured is not
user-friendly at all, and the variables
used throughout the handbook are not
consistent with each other, let alone
with standard textbooks used in
college.
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The final reason relates to your test-
taking strategy on exam day. The FE is
five hours and 20 minutes long with
110 questions. So you have to be really
good at time management to make
sure you work on the easiest
questions and answer them correctly,
while skipping the difficult ones and
coming back to them later, if you have
time. And how do you make sure you
can do this? By using practice exams
on a timed scenario simulating the
exam before the official exam. You
should do at least one. If you can do
two, it’s even better.

It can be difficult. But it’s all about
having a studying plan and sticking
with it. And to help you in this journey,
we at Civil Engineering Academy
created The Ultimate Civil FE Review
Course to help you prepare, take, and
pass this thing once and for all. It’s
packed with lectures to brush up your
knowledge on the topics, practice
exams for you to test yourself in an
exam-like simulated scenario, and
support from the CEA team and other
students in a private Facebook group! 
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